
 

Onofrio Pollock Racing Releases Artwork for Grassroots 
Motorsports $2,000 Challenge Car 

Student-Built BMW Art Car-Inspired Engineering Project to Benefit Dance 
Scholarships 

 
HOUGHTON, Mich (October  8, 2020) “Whenever I walk through a gallery, I like to see the art as it 
is. No explanation. No description. No excuses or pre-conceived ideas. I think it is most authentic 
to examine artwork through your own lenses without the artist whispering to you what they were 
trying to get across. I wanted this car to be an experience like this to passersby. To not see a car 
for its sexiness, speed, or sound, but it’s uniqueness.” – Onofrio Pollock Racing Crew Chief, Abby 
Hempy. 
 
The race car, a 1998 BMW 528i, is now speckled with pebbles found on the shores of the Keweenaw 
peninsula which stretches into Lake Superior. Starting at the hood, a charcoal color interspersed by black 
granite and dark pebbles introduces an almost lava-like texture. This leads smoothly to a cloudy grey 
segment reaching toward the bottom of the windshield intersected by two harsh hood lines containing 
more varieties of lake rocks and granite. The roof is a puff of white, the stock paint was left untouched 
except for an almost unnoticeable ripple of white quartz. This is the type of rock that appears out of place 
like a lady in an evening gown waiting for a city bus. The quartz appears as sparks of white among the 
earthy tones on sand and it certainly makes a statement on this piece. The monochromatic theme is 

disrupted before reaching the rear 
of the vehicle. The white fades into 
a rustic mahogany containing rose 
quartz and red granite. The driver-
side back corner is a spring 
surprise of glittering emerald 
green with select pieces of raw 
copper. The sides of the car flow 
with the same color as the top 
view but are interrupted with bright 
sponsor stickers reminding you 
that this isn’t just an art piece, but 
a powerful machine.  
The intrigue of this art doesn’t stop 
at still stones alone. The colors 
take on a dusty appearance in the 
arid fall weather, but in rain and on 
wet pavement, the rocks seem to 

come alive as they do on the beach with rolling back and forth under the waves. The hues are 
exaggerated and brilliant.  
 
On these observations alone, the rocks and design seem no different 
than any other Lake Superior border town. To an experienced rock-
picker, one might spot the few agates specific to the Keweenaw, but in 
the dark, this vehicle takes on yet another character. Spread among the 
misty grey pebbles are Syenite rocks rich in fluorescent Sodalite. More 
commonly known by their colloquial name “Yooperlites”, these rocks 
glow a brilliant orange under a black light. These stones lie a fine line 
starting at the curve of the hood near the classic BMW grill to the trunk 
of the car. A mosaic of the Keweenaw indeed.  
 
Any engineer might ask “What? Rocks on a racecar?” However, given 
the amount of items removed from the car to meet their goal race 



weight, the team has accommodated for this artistic vision by checking corner weights and adjusting the 
weight of the rocks to make the car as evenly balanced as possible (including the driver, of course). 
Removing internal items to make space for the lengthy trip made the vehicle front heavy. To provide more 
grip to the BFGoodrich-sponsored g-Force Rival S tires, more rocks were placed on the rear of the 
vehicle than the front. This results in an almost perfect 50/50 weight distribution: form meets function. 
 
The Grassroots Motorsports $2,000 Car Challenge is a competition to create a competitive race car on a 
budget. Remaining under $2,000, the vehicle can be built, re-designed and modified in numerous ways. 
The race takes place in Gainesville, Florida October 23-24 where the car will endure an autocross and 

drag race. There will also be 
a judging portion to discuss 
alterations, budget, and 
appearance. Abby intends to 
make her trip to the event in 
the racecar itself along with 
driver, Tucker Alsup, and 
stop along the way to visit 
sponsors and companies to 
display the artwork. 

Abby Hempy, chief 

engineer and artist of 

Onofrio Pollock Racing, is 

working hard to raise at 

least $3,500 for the 

program, $2,000 for the 

car, plus the needed travel expenses, gas money, and tools. Currently, the team is $1,500 shy of 

meeting their goal. Abby intends to make good use of any excess funds provided to Onofrio Pollock 

Racing by donating it to the Superior School of Dance in Hancock, MI. Anything donated in excess of the 

$3,500 project budget will go toward scholarships given to graduating dancers to provide them support in 

pursuing education. Abby hopes to inspire young students interested in art to see the creative side of 

engineering. 

The current corporate sponsors for this ambitious team are BFGoodrich Tires, Jamison Search 

International, Austen Madison Racing, and YachtFreaks. Key advisors include: race driver Sarah 

Montgomery, who is a Shift Up Now Ambassador, tire engineers Ashley Gliss and Peter Calhoun from 

Michelin, James Jordan who is the World Challenge series manager, race driver Robby Foley, and 

motorsports consultant Dean Case, who is a part of the SAE Industrial Lecture program.  

Onofrio Pollock Racing would like thank individuals who have helped them so far whether that be loaning 

a tool, doing some heavy lifting, or even cleaning parts: John Bloom, Jonathon Lindfors, Walker Nelson, 

Apurva Baruah, Zander Worm, and Jake Lundin. 

You can reach out to provide donations via Venmo by visiting Onofrio Pollock Racing on Facebook or e-

mailing the team at onofrio.pollock.racing.grm2020@gmail.com. Individual contributions of $50 will 

receive a team t-shirt and a space for a sponsor name on the car. Company contributions of $200 or 

more will receive the resume-book of team members and a company sticker on the car. 

Onofrio Pollock Racing is solely an extracurricular activity and is not a Michigan Tech sponsored student 

group. 
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Driver Tucker Alsup and crew chief Abby Hempy 
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